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Realization of the lithographic  artwork 

 The artwork must be preferably carried out in Macintosh,  in the same dimension as our  

DRW. n. 9 del 14-01-19  rev. 6 

 For the graphic project it would be better to use professional programs  Illustrator,  Indesign.

 To be able to intervene easily in the manage of the colors, provide the file to print, both in PDF, and  

in the original format.

 In the same folder of the file save the font and the images used. 

 For compression use Macintosh most common software. 

 Preferably send the file in high resolution PDF

 Send the files in less than 5MB dimension, through e-mail at the address     

impianti@eurospray.it for higher dimension, maximum 2 GB, send them through Wetransfer     

at the same e-mail. 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________

How to prepare the PDF for the printing 

Convert text into curves 

So that the used font are not subject to variations, it’s advisable to convert them all in curves, 

and enclose them in the same file folder. 

Images characteristics  

For a good printing yield it’s important that the photographic images resolution are at least of 300 dpi and 
convertible form RGB to CMYK.

Important 

 In the case where the can has already been created:  

 To give the printer the opportunity to get as close as possible to the already achieved results, it’s advisable to send us 

some sample as reference. 

 In the case of pantone colors already used on other lines of products : aluminum, paper , plastic and so on, it is advisable 

to send us some samples as reference. 

 In the case where the can is new: 

 specify if the printing has to be on withe base, or on blank tin plate.

 if the printing is on blank tin plate, specify if the parts that are in white.

 specify the final characteristics of the can, if bright or matt.
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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